SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary Material 1: Detailed Neuropsychological Tests

Neuropsychological testing was performed using the Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery (SNSB) II.¹ This battery contains assessments of attention [forward and backward Digit Span Test (DST)], language [Korean version of the Boston Naming Test (K-BNT)], praxis, the four symptoms of Gerstmann syndrome, visuoconstructive function [Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT), copy], verbal and visual memory [Seoul Verbal Learning Test (SVLT), immediate and 20-min delayed recall and recognition; RCFT, immediate and 20-min delayed recall and recognition], and frontal executive function [semantic and phonemic Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT); the Korean version of the Trail-Making Test (TMT)].²
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